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1 Introduction 

This document contains technical information on the configuration of a load balancer for 
use with E-WorkBook version 10.4.x.  

This document assumes that at least two Application Servers have already been installed as 
per the separate document: E-WorkBook Installation and Upgrade Guide – Application 
Server. 

Throughout this document, the installation path of the Application Server will be referred 
to as <INSTALL_DIR>. By default, this is: 

Windows  C:\Program Files\IDBS\E-WorkBook 

Linux   $HOME/IDBS/E-WorkBook 

 

Many configuration files reside within the “standalone” directory, which will be referred to 
as <STANDALONE_DIR>: 

Windows  C:\Program Files\IDBS\E-WorkBook\EWBServer\wildfly\standalone 

Linux   $HOME/IDBS/E-WorkBook/EWBServer/wildfly/standalone  

 

2 Using a Load Balancer with E-WorkBook  

Nginx Plus, the dedicated load balancer, is used to share the load from many E-WorkBook 
clients between a number of clustered E-WorkBook servers. The load balancer also 
provides fault tolerance (if an E-WorkBook server goes down, it routes requests to other 
operational servers). 

This document outlines the requirements for setting up an Nginx Plus dedicated load 
balancer for an E-WorkBook deployment, and includes instructions for bespoke 
configuration. The dedicated load balancer mainly performs traffic manipulation tasks 
(protocol upgrades, persistence, etc.) through the servers that make up the E-WorkBook 
application, rather than balancing traffic across an organisation. 

Only support for Nginx Plus load balancers is provided by IDBS because this is the only load 
balancer we have tested. Based on IDBS’ experience when working with our customers, we 
do not recommend using other load balancers because of the time taken to configure 
them. Also in many cases, other load balancers are not dedicated to E-WorkBook. 

If you decide to implement a different load balancer than Nginx Plus, then in-line with 
IDBS’ support charter, you will be expected to recreate any product or infrastructure issue 
on a supported environment prior to raising a Customer Support Case with IDBS. 

 

2.1 Load Balancer Requirements 

The load balancer can be used to serve both E-WorkBook Desktop and Web clients. The 
primary requirements are described below. 
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 Sticky Sessions (Session Affinity) 

This is the ability for the load balancer to route requests from a particular client to a specific 
back-end server. This is needed because some application functionality requires the server 
to maintain session state. 

 

 HTTP Upgrade Support 

HTTP Upgrade is a feature introduced in HTTP/1.1 in 1999. E-WorkBook uses this feature for 
all connections from the Desktop Client, and for some Web Client functionality that makes 
use of the WebSocket protocol. 

It involves the client first sending an HTTP request with the “Upgrade: <protocol>” and 
“Connection: Upgrade” headers. After a suitable response from the server, the connection is 
established but thereafter the communication proceeds using the requested (often binary) 
protocol. 

The HTTP/1.1 spec forbids connection-specific headers such as those required for HTTP 
Upgrade from being passed on by proxies automatically (See 
http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616-sec14.html section 14.10). Load balancers 
that strictly enforce the spec must allow this to be bypassed. 

Note that at the time of writing, Apache Web Server (when used as a load balancer) is 
unsuitable for E-WorkBook because it only supports HTTP upgrade to the WebSocket 
protocol, and not the protocols required by the Desktop Client. 

 

 Mod_Cluster not Required 

Mod_cluster allows load balancers to receive load statistics from each back-end server. This 
enables the load balancer to route requests to the least-loaded server. 

However, E-WorkBook Application Servers are not configured to expose mod_cluster 
statistics, thus mod_cluster support is not required of the load balancer. 

 

 Nginx Plus 

Nginx Plus is the load balancer product used internally by IDBS for testing E-WorkBook with 
this technology. It meets E-WorkBook’s load balancing requirements and is the commercial 
edition of the open source Nginx project (see http://nginx.com/). It also exposes status 
reports that can be used with automated monitoring tools. Customers selecting this product 
may engage Nginx directly for support if required.  

It is supported on various Linux distributions, but notably Nginx Plus is not supported on 
Windows. However, this does not affect the platform used by E-WorkBook itself: Nginx 
Plus can be deployed in a heterogeneous environment in which Nginx Plus runs on Linux, 
while the back-end E-WorkBook servers may run on any of E-WorkBook’s supported 
platforms, including Windows Server or Linux.  

For a full list of E-WorkBook supported platforms please see the IDBS Platform Software 
Compatibility and Support Information document. 

http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616-sec14.html
http://nginx.com/
https://idbs.force.com/idbs/s/
https://idbs.force.com/idbs/s/
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Technical information and supported platforms for Nginx Plus may be found at 
http://nginx.com/products/technical-specs/ 

 

2.2 System Topology 

The configuration described below is shown in this diagram: 

 

• All client connections to the load balancer are encrypted using SSL/TLS 

• Two Application Servers are dedicated for Web Clients. 

• Another two Application Servers are dedicated for Desktop Clients. 

• The load balancer connections to the back-end servers are also encrypted using 
SSL/TLS. 

While this is the topology described, other topologies are possible, depending on the 
expected load and redundancy requirements. For example, Desktop and Web Client requests 
can be routed to the same Application Server group if required. 

 

3 Application Server Configuration 

The Application Server requires some configuration to work with a load balancer. This 
configuration is set at installation time. See E-WorkBook Installation and Upgrade Guide – 
Application Server for details on specifying the address of the load balancer. 

It is possible to re-configure non-load balanced Application Servers to support a load 
balancer; this is documented in E-WorkBook Technical Configuration Guide – Application 
Server. 

http://nginx.com/products/technical-specs/
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4 Load Balancer Configuration 

This section describes how Nginx Plus is configured to work with E-WorkBook. A sample of 
the basic configuration file used can be found in the Application Server installation at the 
following location: 

Windows <INSTALL_DIR>\EWBServer\wildfly\nginx\ewb.conf 

Linux  <INSTALL_DIR>/EWBServer/wildfly/nginx/ewb.conf 

 

This guide will walk through that configuration file section by section. Nginx Plus was 
configured to operate at TCP Layer 7 where it was able to look at HTTP headers to make 
routing decisions. 

The fairly minimal configuration used is shown in order to highlight the key pieces of 
configuration that were needed for E-WorkBook to function. Further optimization of the 
configuration may be possible, but is beyond the scope of this document. 

After installing Nginx Plus, the file ewb.conf was copied onto the load balancer machine at 
location /etc/nginx/conf.d. The precise location is dependent on the chosen Linux flavour. 
The configuration file was edited at that location and once finalized, the nginx service 
restarted for the changes to take effect. 

 

4.1 Web Client Back-end Servers 

The first section of the configuration file defines a group of back-end upstream servers for 
servicing web requests: 

upstream ewb_web { 

    zone upstream_ewb_web 64k; 

 

    server 192.168.0.10:8443; 

    server 192.168.0.11:8443; 

 

    sticky cookie srv_id path=/; 

 

    keepalive 32; 

} 

The zone defines a named area of share memory that keeps the group’s configuration and 
runtime state. It is needed for live status reporting, described later. 

The server directives define the addresses of the servers. Port 8443 is the default SSL server 
port for E-WorkBook Web requests. 

The load balancing algorithm could have been specified in this section, but as it was not 
explicitly defined, it defaulted to round robin. Round robin is only used for new sessions; the 
sticky directive causes requests made by existing browser sessions to be routed to the same 
back-end server. 
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The configuration does this by sending a Set-Cookie header in response to the first request 
from a browser. In this case, the cookie will be called srv_id. The browser will then send the 
cookie in subsequent requests, which Nginx Plus will use to route calls to the same server. 

The keepalive directive defines the number of connections to a back-end server that will be 
kept alive. This is a performance optimization that allows the load balancer to keep open 
the connections it makes to the back-end servers to reduce the number of relatively 
expensive SSL socket negotiations. It was found to be important that the keepalive 
directive appears below the sticky directive, otherwise the srv_id cookie may not always 
be set correctly in the browser.  

The value of 32 chosen for the case study is suitable for a small number of users.  On a 
production system, a system administrator can use Nginx Plus status reporting to monitor 
the actual number of connections used on the live system, and adjust if necessary. 

 

4.2 Desktop Client Back-end Servers 

upstream ewb_desktop { 

    zone upstream_ewb_desktop 64k; 

 

    server 192.168.0.20:8443; 

    server 192.168.0.21:8443; 

} 

 

This is similar to the ewb_web server group.  

However, this group does not need the sticky directive, or the keepalive directive, because 
all Desktop Client connections use the HTTP Upgrade mechanism, and are both inherently 
sticky and kept alive due to the way Nginx Plus uses a “tunnel” to implement HTTP Upgrade. 

When Nginx Plus detects an HTTP Upgrade request, it switches to a tunnelling mode for 
that connection because communication will switch to a non-HTTP protocol that it does 
not understand. This causes it to keep the connection from the client open, and in addition 
a connection to the chosen back-end server is also kept open. It simply tunnels all 
information from one to the other and back again.  Should the load balancer selected by 
the customer not work in the same way by default, it is advisable to configure exposed 
services explicitly for sticky sessions. 

 

4.3 Instrument Server Back-end Servers 

upstream ewb_web_ir { 

    zone ewb_web_ir 64k;   

    server 10.0.1.66:8443; 

} 

The zone defines a named area of share memory that keeps the group’s configuration and 
run time state. It is needed for live status reporting. The server directives define the 
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addresses of the servers. Port 8443 is the default SSL server port for E-WorkBook Web 
requests. Client requests will be passed to the server specified. 

 

4.4 HTTP Upgrade Support 

The next section is part of the configuration required for WebSocket and Desktop Client 
support. It defines a variable containing the Connection header value to pass to the back-end 
server. The variable is referenced later in the configuration: 

map $http_upgrade $connection_upgrade { 

    default upgrade; 

    ''      ''; 

} 

For non-upgrade requests (i.e. the Upgrade header is blank or not set), the Connection 
header also remains unset and will not be passed to the back-end. If an Upgrade header is 
present, then the variable is set to upgrade, and will be passed on. 

 

4.5 Web Client Caching 

One feature of Nginx Plus is its ability to cache responses from the back-end Application 
Servers, and serve future identical requests from its cache. This reduces the load on the back-
end servers. This is an optimization and is not an essential for load balancing to work but was 
added to this case study because it is a feature implemented in many load balancer products. 

The cache is defined using: 

# Set a variable for whether a response code is considered a failure (and will not be cached) 

map $status $status_is_failure { 

    200 0; 

    301 0; 

    302 0; 

    default 1; 

} 

 

proxy_cache_path /tmp/nginx-ewb-cache keys_zone=ewb-cache:1m inactive=1d; 

proxy_no_cache $status_is_failure; 

 

The first map directive sets a flag that governs which responses will be cached, depending on 
the response status. In this case, only 200, 301 and 302 responses will be cached. Nginx Plus 
does respect cache control response headers but in a few cases, Application Server response 
headers cause failures to be cached for too long. 

proxy_cache_path defines the location for the cache files. The cache is not cleared by 
restarting the Nginx service, but we found that the Nginx Plus documentation describes 
several options for clearing the cache. 
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proxy_no_cache uses the flag set with the earlier map directive to prevent caching of failure 
responses. 

This cache is referenced further down in the configuration file. 

 

4.6 Configuration Common to Desktop and Web 

The next section of ewb.conf defines configuration that is common to both desktop and 
web locations. 

proxy_http_version 1.1; 

proxy_pass_header Server; 

 

proxy_http_version 1.1 is required because HTTP Upgrade is a feature introduced in 
HTTP/1.1. 

proxy_pass_header Server instructs Nginx Plus to pass on the Server header value from the 
back-end server (which will be blank) to the client. Without this directive, Nginx Plus will 
instead send the version of Nginx being used. 

proxy_set_header Upgrade $http_upgrade; 

proxy_set_header Connection $connection_upgrade; 

 

These two proxy_set_header directives add the headers that must be sent to the back-end 
server for the HTTP Upgrade mechanism to work. 

proxy_set_header X-Forwarded-For $remote_addr; 

proxy_set_header X-Forwarded-Proto https; 

The first of these proxy_set_header directives causes an X-Forwarded-For header to be 
added to the request sent to the back-end server. This header is picked up by the back-end 
server and contains the address of the original client. Without this, the back-end server will 
see the address of the load balancer as its client address, and E-WorkBook audit log 
messages will all appear to have been from the load balancer rather than end users’ PCs. 

Note that the convention is that X-Forwarded-For contains a list of the addresses of all the 
proxies through which the request has been routed. Due to a current limitation in WildFly, 
which does not protect against X-Forwarded-For spoofing and always chooses the first 
address on the list, this header is set to just the client IP address. This effectively overwrites 
completely any previous servers on the list. 

The second proxy_set_header directive sets the X-Forwarded-Proto header, which indicates 
whether the original connection to the load balancer was made over HTTP or HTTPS. This is 
currently set to https as all back-end communication is over SSL. Strictly, it is not currently 
required by the E-WorkBook application, but may be useful in future if there is a need for the 
communication between load balancer and back-end to be plain HTTP. 
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proxy_set_header Host $http_host; 

 

This particular proxy_set_header directive sets the Host header passed to the back-end as 
the address of the load balancer (strictly speaking, it is the value of the Host header in the 
http request from the client). Certain areas of functionality (such as landing pages, text 
items) require this, so that URLs sent back in responses can refer to the load balancer’s 
address. 

proxy_read_timeout 20m; 

proxy_send_timeout 20m; 

send_timeout 20m; 

 

This group of directives specifies timeouts. They are currently set to 20 minutes to allow for 
E-WorkBook requests that may take some time, such as processing of a large file drop. 

 

4.7 Incoming Connections 

The largest section in the configuration is the server section, which defines the ports on 
which Nginx Plus will listen, and the routing rules. 

server { 

    listen       8443 ssl default_server; 

    server_name  ewb.idbs.com; 

 

The port upon which Nginx Plus will listen for incoming requests is set with the listen 
directive. It also has the ssl suffix to make it require SSL connections. In this example, it will 
listen on all network interfaces on the machine. It can be restricted to listen on a particular 
address by specifying it in the listen directive. For example: 

    listen       192.168.0.1:8443 ssl default_server; 

The server_name is used in the case where Nginx Plus handles requests for a number of 
virtual servers. It is used in conjunction with the Host header of the HTTP request. 
However, in this example, Nginx Plus is only being used for E-WorkBook, and the 
server_name does not matter, as the first server directive is used by default. 

 

4.8 SSL Certificate Configuration 

The load balancer is configured to accept connections encrypted using SSL/TLS. SSL/TLS 
negotiation with clients requires a certificate and its corresponding private key. It is beyond 
the scope of this guide to describe how to generate them. However, for Desktop Clients to 
be able to connect via the load balancer, either: 

• The certificate must be signed by a Certificate Authority. A list of CAs trusted in a 
default Desktop Client install is available in the E-WorkBook 10.x Trusted Certificates 
document. 

or 
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• If using a self-signed certificate, or a certificate signed by a CA not in the default trust 
store, then all E-WorkBook Desktop Clients must have the certificate added to their 
trust store. Details are available in the E-WorkBook 10.x Certificate Replacement 
Guide. 

For Nginx Plus, certificate and private key are specified with the following two lines: 

    ssl_certificate      /etc/nginx/ewb_ssl.crt; 

    ssl_certificate_key  /etc/nginx/ewb_ssl.pem; 

 

It is possible for a single file to contain both the certificate and the private key, in which case 
both directives can refer to the same file. 

We made sure the key was protected to prevent an attacker compromising it and 
potentially decrypting communications, by placing it in a file system location visible 
only to the Linux user running the Nginx process. 

 

4.9 SSL Communication with the Back-end 

The load balancer also communicates using SSL/TLS-encrypted connections with the back-
end servers, and so it needs to establish new sessions with these. With the barebones 
configuration described here, Nginx Plus does not verify the SSL certificates of the back-end 
servers, although it is possible to add configuration to do so. 

SSL negotiation is a relatively expensive operation, but its impact can be reduced in Nginx 
Plus by caching SSL sessions. This is another optimization that is not strictly required to 
make E-WorkBook function correctly, but will improve performance. 

    ssl_session_cache    shared:SSL:1m; 

    ssl_session_timeout  10m; 

 

4.10 SSL Ciphers 

    ssl_ciphers  HIGH:!aNULL:!MD5; 

    ssl_prefer_server_ciphers  on; 

 

This controls the ciphers that Nginx reports as available during the SSL negotiation between 
itself and clients. 

When Digital ID login was tested against Nginx, an extra directive was needed so that the E-
WorkBook desktop Client prompts for the user’s certificate when establishing SSL 
connections. This directive is not present in the ewb.conf example file: 

    ssl_verify_client optional_no_ca; 

 

We used this basic option to prove that the load balancer could be configured to support 
Digital ID login. Using a value of optional_no_ca is not recommended for a production 
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installation because it skips certificate validation. However, we found Nginx documentation 
describing several ways in which client certificate checks could be enabled. 

Also, while testing Digital ID, the verify-client parameter on the Application Server 
(described in E-WorkBook Technical Configuration Guide – Application Server) was reverted to 
NOT_REQUESTED. This meant that Nginx itself did not have to present a certificate when 
establishing connections to the back-end servers. 

 

4.11 Desktop Client Requests 

    location = / { 

        proxy_pass https://ewb_desktop; 

        proxy_read_timeout 1h; 

        proxy_send_timeout 1h; 

    } 

 

The location = / matches when a request is made to the path /. It does not match 
/EWorkbookWebApp or any other paths within the / path. This location is used by the 
Desktop Client, and only receives HTTP Upgrade requests in order to switch to WildFly-
specific protocols. 

proxy_pass specifies the address to pass the request on to. In this case, it refers to the 
ewb_desktop upstream server group. It also specifies the https protocol so that SSL 
connections to the back-end servers are established. 

proxy_read_timeout and proxy_send_timeout are set to 1 hour and override the 20 minute set 
in the common configuration section. This means that the connections used to tunnel the 
communication from clients to back-end servers will remain open, even if idle, for up to 1 
hour. This is relatively high because end users are likely to leave the Desktop Client logged in 
but unused during their normal day-to-day activities. 

In any case, even if the timeout is breached and the connections are closed, the Desktop 
Client will re-establish a connection when the user becomes active again. 

 

4.12 Web Requests 

Web requests include requests from the Web Client, and requests calling E-WorkBook’s web 
services (both REST and SOAP). This section configures the routing of such requests to the 
back-end: 

location / { 

proxy_pass https://ewb_web; 

health_check uri=/status/readiness match=ewb_up port=8443 fails=2 passes=5 

mandatory; 

    proxy_redirect https://ewb_web $scheme://$host:$server_port; 

    proxy_cache ewb-cache; 

    client_max_body_size 0; 

} 

https://ewb_web/
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In this case, the location / will match requests for any children of the root path (except for 
the root path itself, which due to the precedence of location matchers, is handled by the 
earlier exact match = / location). 

The configuration contains almost the same directives as for the Desktop location, with a 
few differences. 

This time, proxy_pass points to the ewb_web upstream server group that was defined earlier, 
again mandating SSL connectivity. 

It also specifies a proxy_redirect. This takes effect if the back-end server returns an HTTP 
Redirect code 302, and causes Nginx to translate the Redirect (which will refer to the address 
of the back-end server) into one with the load balancer’s address. 

The client_max_body_size directive removes the limit on the maximum size of a request 
body when it is given a value of zero. Without this directive, Nginx Plus defaults to a 
maximum request body size of 1MB, which may be too small if users attempt to upload files 
or images larger than this. Alternatively, a limit greater than 1MB can be set. If the limit is 
not sufficiently high then Nginx Plus will return a response of 413 (Request entity too large). 
Note that a similar limit is also applied on the E-WorkBook Application Servers and so to 
avoid configuring it in two places, the limit was disabled for the case study. See the E-
WorkBook Technical Configuration Guide – Application Server for more details on configuring 
the Application Server limit. 

The proxy_cache directive references the proxy cache defined earlier with proxy_cache_path. 

While not investigated in the case study, there are also many options mentioned in the Nginx 
documentation to help mitigate a number of potential attacks. For example, using a shorter 
client_body_timeout and client_header_timeout can help mitigate against slow HTTP 
attacks. 

 

4.13 Instrument Reader Special Case 

Instrument reader requires special configuration as in the next section. Any of the web 
request from Web Client and request calling REST end points for instrument reader will be 
routed through the ewb_web_ir backend server. 

location ~/instruments { 

    proxy_pass <https://ewb_web_ir;> 

} 

In this case, the location ~/instruments will match requests for any URL which contains 
instruments. 

proxy_pass points to the ewb_web_ir upstream server group that was defined in the 
previous section mandating ip_hash. 

 

4.14 Health Checks 

 

match ewb_up { 
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    status 200-399; 

} 

 

location / { 

        proxy_pass https://ewb; 

        health_check uri=/status/readiness match=ewb_up port=8443 fails=2 passes=5 

mandatory; 

        proxy_redirect https://ewb $scheme://$host:$server_port; 

        proxy_cache ewb-cache; 

        client_max_body_size 0; 

} 

 

The match ewb_up block lists the success status (i.e. HTTP response codes between 200-
399).  

The health_check line within the location block checks status/readiness from the E-
WorkBook Web application. If this cannot be retrieved from a given server, the server is 
marked as unavailable and requests will not be routed to it until a subsequent health check 
passes.  

 

4.15 Live Status Reporting 

To be able to check that changes to configuration were having the desired effect, we used 
the status reporting built in to Nginx Plus. This was enabled with the following directives: 

    location /status { 

        status; 

    } 

 

    location = /status.html { 

        alias /usr/share/nginx/html/status.html; 

    } 

 

The first /status location, and the status directive therein, exposes some web services that 
provide access to live usage statistics in JSON format. This could be used by external 
monitoring tools to check the health of the load balancer.  

Note that this configuration exposes the /status path to all clients. The Nginx documentation 
describes how to restrict access using standard Nginx Plus deny/allow directives. 

https://ewb/
https://ewb/
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The second location = /status.html causes Nginx to serve its default status.html file, which 
presents a friendlier HTML page of the live usage statistics available via the JSON status web 
services. For example: 

 

5 Load Balancer Failure 

The load balancer itself is a single point of failure in the infrastructure. To reduce the 
probability and potential duration of downtime, one of the following two options may be 
implemented. 

 

5.1 Redundancy  

This is the recommended option. It involves creating a cluster of load balancers, so that there 
are several load balancers sharing the IP addresses exposing the back-end services being 
load-balanced. This may also be necessary to enable highly loaded systems (high concurrent 
usage) to handle the required throughput. 

In the event of one load balancer failing, at least one other load balancer remains available. 
Users will be unaware of the failure.  

Due to the requirement for sticky sessions, if load balancers are clustered, they may need to 
share state, so that all load balancers know which back-end server a session is routing to. 
This state sharing requirement is dependent upon the chosen load balancer technology. 

Nginx Plus supports this: 

http://nginx.com/blog/high-availability-clustering-with-nginx-plus/ 
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